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Robert H

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










An excellent high capacity .45 acp. Accurate right out of the box. A delight to shoot. 











Mark F

on
10/19/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great service from Bud’s. Bought this pistol about 5 years ago... it is an absolute bargain. Well made and solid. It’s a CZ that CZ should make. Magazines are hard to locate however, although the are made by Mec-Gar if you can find them. Absolutely recommend this hand gun. 











Michael A

on
10/12/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










An awesome all around beast of a .45acp , 14 rounds per mag, an evolution of the CZ 75 at an affordable price, falls into a "best bang for the bucks" category for me as it will hold it's own with pistols costing twice as much. Bud's rocks ! 











Christopher G

on
06/02/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Good gun. Adjustable sights. But the barrel is not SS as some have advertized. Steel frame and Heavy Duty. But I sold it later - needed the $. 











Randall U

on
10/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent weapon, I fired good ammo crap and self def without any malfunctions of any kind. Mine came deadly accurate right out of the box. Great round great capacity great gun 











Valentino M

on
10/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol is a 'sleeper'. It's weight is 'heavy' by today's standard composite firearms. But, there is little felt recoil and almost no loss of sight picture. I carried a .45 in the Army and it was junk compared to this pistol. Fifteen round capacity beats the model 1911's any day. Also owned an FN .45 composite. The adjustable sights are a plus, but didn't have to adjust anything. Shot straight right from the box. Fired 200 rounds and no problems. Highly recommended by me, IF you can find one. 











Don M

on
09/11/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Lots of fire power in a double stack. Well made. 











Ryan B

on
05/03/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First off, great job again buds on the total buying experience, from price to shipping updates. You guys really do a good job. But let's get into this gun... I cannot be more satisfied with a purchase as I am with this gun. It is officially my favorite range gun. Ran 300 rounds through it straight out the box. Sights easily adjustable. Good Trigger, very accurate... I'm super satisfied 











Michael J

on
01/14/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A much better weapon than expected. Perfect fit especially for a 45 that carries 15 rounds. Buy it now before they go away. 











Vincent V

on
07/15/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful firearm,functions flawlessly. With all it's features at this low price SAR pistols have got to be one of the best gun deals around.Seems to be a marriage between two of my favorite handgun manufactures CZ and SIG.In my favorite caliber 45acp. 











Charles N

on
08/28/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is one great value in a quality pistol. Sarsilmaz manufactures its pistols based on the proven CZ75 contained-rail design. The major benefit is the bore axis is significantly lower than that of a 1911 or polymer pistol, which results in a fantastically accurate and controllable .45 ACP. Also, it is smoother firing. Be aware that this pistol is not a lightweight toy. It is all steel, and when fully loaded with 14+1 rounds it weighs about 124 lbs! [Not really, but it IS HEAVY.] The workmanship is extraordinary for a pistol in this price range, and compares favorably to EAAs other pistols such as the Tangfolio Witness series. I purchased the additional cost lifetime Buds warranty - but seriously doubt I will ever have to use it. Having said that, the extra $25 is a comfort-assuring spend. Note that on the front page of the instruction book it clearly states "DO NOT USE +P AMMUNITION." I plan on adhering to that caveat; there is plenty of personal defense ammo out here that is not +P. Enjoy your SARK2. 











Timothy S

on
06/28/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received gun on 6/26/2015. The entire process of ordering and receiving from Bud's was flawless. The staff on the phone was patient, helpful and courteous. Shipment was very quick. Gun was in good order out of the box. Fit and finish on the K2 was surprisingly nice. No burrs or sharp edges. Not caked in oil or metal shavings. Of course, like everyone else, I would've preferred that it came with two magazines but it is what it is. Slide, trigger, safety; all worked nominal and comfortable. Very nice feed ramp. This gun is all there has a nice heft in the hand. All metal construction. Nice finish. Design is very much like a CZ. Range test; Shot 600 rounds today. 100 steel cased cheap wolf, 300 inexpensive brass and 200 standard JHP. . Recoil and rise is manageable - comparative to my 1911's. Gun shoots and handles very much like my CZ's. Grip is comfortable to shoot, love the grooves on the trigger guard as well as the over-sized trigger guard. Sights were only ever so slightly off to the right. Quick fix and was right on target. Shot off-hand and from a rest. Gun is definitely more accurate than I am. Held great groupings, even in rapid fire and double taps. Sights have a nice fast pickup. Trigger pull is a little long in DA. SA it's crisp and nice. Gun handles well and is quite comfortable. Not nearly as large as I expected it to be. Some have knocked the grips - which are in fact very thin and plastic. But, they have a nice feel and something has to give somewhere to double stack .45ACP and keep the grip from being overly large. I have large hands, so the grip wasn't an issue for me. Again - very similar to my CZ's, almost identical to the CZ 97 grip. Fire all 600 rounds without any issues. No FTF, FTE - flawless. Spent casings were 4-5' behind me and 10' to my right. With all ammunition tried today the weapon held very tight and consistent groupings. I was very surprised by it's accuracy. Magazines - the Mec-Gar P-14 does in fact work in this gun. Only issue I had with the P-14 mag was it didn't not hold the slide open on the last shot. I believe a minor adjustment to the magazine should fix this issue. Hopefully Mec-Gar can get some "factory" magazines produced for this gun but I am not holding my breath. EAA is not going to import SAR's anymore, and they have no magazines for it. Mec-Gar doesn't even show an option in their production line any longer for a K2. On shot number 597 - with no cleaning, I had one magazine failure - it was in a P-14 magazine, didn't kick the round into the chamber. I'm not going to blame the mag or the gun for that, was a lot of shooting with dirty ammo and no cleaning. My one and only concern is the rifling doesn't appear to be what I'd call "strong", time will tell. I'm sure the barrel will last my lifetime and then some regardless. Bottom line - I'm pleased with the purchase and I'd buy it again. It's under-priced for the value you get out of the firearm. It shoots every bit as good as my guns that cost two and three times as much. For a high capacity .45, this is a no brainer. You can spend 300 more for an FN or 700 more for an HK and have the same results downrange - and that's what matters. I was apprehensive about a "Turkish" made gun, but all apprehension evaporated at the range. 











Ralph C

on
06/07/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










order was filled in a timely mannor have ordered from bud's several times now and will contunue to best prices i have found. the 45 auto is a great pistol very well made looks great works great also a very good price 











Robert H

on
05/30/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I doubt if I can say anything new about the weapon. It is superb in every way. The quality you get for the money is unsurpassed. it is a beast of a weapon! The fit and finish are great. especially inside where you can't see, but where it counts the most. The pistol requires nothing, right out of the box, to shoot well and feed everything. The chrome barrel helps also. Its big and its heavy. !4 1 rounds of full power 45 acp rounds will do that. Most shooter agree bigger rounds are better. They also agree more rounds are better. You get both with this gun. More rounds = more time in the fight .If those rounds are 45 acp,... Oh Hell yeah!! 











Robert L

on
04/27/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










just want to say : thank you buds great & easy transaction.Shipped in 2 days after the cash transaction went through. as far as the gun ,perfect shape ,had it now for a year & love it ,recoil is not bad & it shoots great & accurate, no problems with it at all. 











Vincent D

on
04/13/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I also paid only $350. What a weapon. Put 50 + rounds through it today. I can't be more pleased with a 45 acp. Buds is my favorite dealer. Thanks. I purchased a Khar CW 45 somewhere else and paid more than I would have getting it from Buds. Also a great 45 acp. 











Steven B

on
04/11/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this gun for $350. It is probably the best value firearm i own, and i own 30+ guns. I have 4 1911s. This is the easiest shooting, most accurate 45 i have ever fired. The gun was dead on out of the box. I've ran all types of ammo through it without one failure of any kind. The gun is also very good looking. I recommend this gun to anyone looking for a 45. Get one soon as the price has steadily risen. It will only go up as the gun becomes more and more poular. 











Alberto L

on
04/09/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just took it shooting, ran about 100 rounds through it, did not disappoint. Excellent single action trigger but the double action trigger is stiff and has a long pull. I had zero malfunctions, it cycled reliably, I shot all rounds onto two targets, made a two inch ragged hole in each target. The sights as they came shot a bit low and to the left. I have tried a Para 14 and could not grip the gun properly because the mag well is so large, not with this gun, I have small hands and the grip felt great, they actually felt like the Tristar C-100 I own in .40 S&W, I don't know how they put 14 rounds on such a thin grip but they did an outstanding job. The gun points naturally, balances well and the weight neutralizes muzzle jump - the best thing is that it is heavy and large enough that if you run out of ammo you can club them to death with it :-). The fact that I put all the rounds into a small hole bears testament to the grip control the gun affords, the pointability and reduced muzzle flip. I got mine on sale for $404 so wait for it to go on sale, then, Go get you one. 











Floyd H

on
04/03/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm not going to drag this out, I love this handgun, it is very manageable and very accurate, no malfunctions at all. I am not a big man, 5'8" 175lb my hands are small to medium, (i buy medium gloves) and i still found the gun easy to operate and use. I now have two of these simply cause i know they will only go up in price. Yes i know the its not the easiest gun to rack the slide on but there is a reason, it uses a unique slide in frame design, that brings down the height, profile and mass of the gun allowing it to be very accurate and very manageable. I'm will to sacrifice somewhere in order to have something somewhere else, others don't always that way. It was very clean inside and easy to field strip. Awesome firearm, thanks Buds and Sar for bringing your products to America. 











Mark S

on
04/02/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received gun cleaned and went outside to shoot. out of the box fantastic. I own now 3 SAR pistols all are unbelievably accurate. My first B6 from Rural KIng on a sale because it was cheap I thought lets try it for fun. I now use it to shoot IDPA competitions. Cant wait to try this out and watch the expressions on the high end pistol folks that think it takes big money to shoot straight. I had also picked up the short barrel purple B6 for my wife conceal carry. As always BUDS is the best great prices great service. Will continue to send friends to this web sight. 











Pedro S

on
03/30/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I recently purchased this gun an took it to the range. I am very happy with its accuracy and "feel". Definitely less recoil than my 1911, and almost twice the capacity !! The only downside is that it comes with 1 magazine (reason for 4 stars instead of 5), but hey, one magazine holds twice as many rounds as the 1911.... I believe it is a great shooter, I put 300 rounds thru it the first day.....aluminum, steel and brass, no failures. 











William F

on
03/27/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I just recived this gun and it looks great but I am dissapointed that it only comes with 1 clip and the handel is plastic. I had to call Florida to get a second clip. Most guns that I purchesed had two clips. This gun is lighter then my other 45 1911. Other then that I am happy and the gun shoots great. 











Gary S

on
03/05/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This Is A GREAT Gun!!! I have put about 600-rounds through this gun without a single problem of any kind. I was quite surprised how well this gun fit my hand as I have smaller hands and I was afraid the 14+1 capacity would make the grip too thick. I was shocked at well this gun performs, I mean shocked, it s truly a great and fun gun. Folks, I own and have owned a lot of firearms and this is handgun is extremely accurate and has very little felt recall; it has shot every kind of ammo I have feed it. I am 56-years old and I was not only hitting pop cans at to100 feet with ease using open sights, but I was hitting half inch wide boards at 30 feet with just as much ease. This gun is ready to go out of the box; no time spent adjusting sights at all. I just cleaned it, lubed it and have been shooting the heck out of it. This is the best buy I have ever come across, in fact I am seriously thinking of buying another before the word gets out and the prices go up. Again, Great Gun!!! 











Kerry W

on
03/04/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Sadly, EAA is no longer importing the SAR K2 so get one of these fantastic pistols while you can. I'm a relatively small FFL, so I don't get deep discounts from distributors. Bud's price for the SAR K2 is so good that I ordered two for my personal collection... one to shoot, and one to keep in the safe. Thank you Bud's (especially you Eric) Small Arms Specialties Happy Valley, OR 











Patrick L

on
02/24/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This took a while longer to receive gun than I expected it to but was in no big hurry so didn''t really matter to me. My first purchase from this vendor. As concerns the gun I shot 150 rounds through it of four different kinds: Federal, Horniday HP, CCI aluminum case, and some old cheap stuff I had around for a few years. All shot fine with no fail to feed or fail to load. Grip was fine for my and my son's medium size hands though with my short fingers the slide release was difficult to reach. The gun is tight and I have no complaints. Shot accurately after adjusting rear sight as mentioned by others. What attracted me to this gun was caliber, capacity, all high reviews, and price ... in that order of priority. I was very satisfied with fit and finish. Trigger seems fine to me. I also purchyase from Bud's tow extra clips which worked fine. Buds seems to have best prices I have seen in most cases for handguns I am looking at. They also promptly and courteously responded to the two calls I made. They certainly had best price I found on this gun ... especially when you consider shipping. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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